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Abstract

Context The construction of growing maritime infrastructure often requires the deepening of approach channels or berths to create the access for large ships. The seabed can consist of different types of materials. For each type of material (sand, clay and rock), a different excavation technique is required. During the excavation of hard rock (up to 60 MPa), existing cutter suction dredgers reached their working limits. When a cutter suction dredger was no longer capable of excavating the rock, explosives were used in the past to demolish the hardest rock parts. Environmental issues in the last decades have led to a very strict legislation concerning the marine habitat and a ban on the use of explosives in certain areas. This forced dredging contractors to explore alternative approaches to excavate the hardest rock types.

Problem definition High amplitude vibrations occurred during the excavation of hard rock types in the past. These vibrations have resulted among other to the failure of gearboxes and the pontoon’s structure. High repair costs made these projects no longer profitable. Many dredging contractors approached this problem by building stronger cutter suction dredgers and cutter heads, but the question remains whether this is the solution. A better understanding of the rock cutting process could lead to a more efficient way of excavating rock.

Until now, the excavation of hard rock types using a cutter suction dredger was an unpredictable process. The character of the irregular cutting process is unknown and no direct relation is found between feasibility, production rates and rock strength characteristics. During the execution of hard rock type projects, high wear rates were encountered. No valuable explanation was found for these high values, leading to an unpredictable consumption of cutting teeth. This has led to inaccurate production calculations and wrong estimations of the costs involved during a project.

The unpredictable character of rock excavation forced dredging contractors to analyze the process in more detail. The first step in the further analysis of the excavation of hard rock with a cutter suction dredger is the modeling of the interaction of the cutter head and rock. The great need for this modeling led to the conduct of this research.

Approach This report includes an investigation into the interaction between a cutter head of a cutter suction dredger and rock. A discrete model is built to simulate the interaction phenomena including the formation of rock chips and the forces generated. The goal of the research is to approximate the irregular cutting process of rock as accurate as possible. The theoretical approach of rock cutting is applied within the discrete model. The physical background of rock cutting as well as the discrete model is discussed in this research. A discrete model is used to limit the computation time of a run. A disadvantage of the discrete model is the limited accuracy.

The model is calibrated and validated by field tests. Real-time torque measurements are used to investigate the reliability of the model. Field tests consist of torque measurements performed on the cutter shaft of a cutter suction dredger. To generate a representative output signal from the model, a simplified dynamic model of the cutter drive train was implemented. Several cases are run afterwards to investigate the effect of dredge, cutter head and cutting tooth parameters. These cases are based on issues encountered during the dredging of rock and try to interpret the cause of a specific phenomenon.
Results and conclusions

The model shows great similarities with the reality. The torque measurements on board different types of cutter suction dredgers and for different rock types were validated and the emergent phenomena were recognized in the simulated torque output signal of the model. It can therefore be concluded that the model consists of a stable rock interaction module and a reliable dynamic model.

The model can be used to predict the forces encountered and wear of cutting teeth. This allows a dredging contractor to estimate the consumption of cutting teeth during a project. Another implementation of the model is the prediction of feasible production rates. The limitations of a cutter suction dredger can be tested beforehand the execution of a project based on torque and forces present during the excavation of a specific rock type. The different behavior of several types of cutter heads can be modeled, as well as their ideal working point can be investigated. The dynamic model allows the user to investigate the effect of torsional vibrations induced on the cutter shaft.

The model enables a dredging contractor to investigate the rock-cutter head interaction and optimize the rock excavation process. Influencing parameters can be examined during the execution of a project. The insight gained in the cutter head-rock interaction finally leads to a better estimation of a dredging project, saving excess charges before, during and after the execution of a project.
Preface

This research report is written to obtain the degree of Master of Science at the faculty of Dredging Engineering of the Delft University of Technology. During my study, I noticed that modeling and programming dredging processes nowadays can lead to highly accurate approximations of the reality. This seemed like a great challenge to me and I decided to further specialize myself within the field of programming numerical models.
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After performing a literature study on the excavation of hard rock types with cutter suction dredgers, I noticed the inability of many software packages to efficiently model the excavation process. The use of DEM (Discrete Element Modeling) requires too high computation times to make a simulation achievable. For this reason, I decided to create a simplified version of the DEM-method and which was able to simulate the cutter head-rock interaction as accurate as possible within a time period of hours. One of the most important aims of the project was to model the dynamic behavior of the cutter drive train and couple the effects with the excavation process. This dynamic interaction is a crucial issue in current cutter suction dredger design.

I hope that this research contributes to the dredging science and helps researchers and dredging contractors to gain more insight in the excavation process of hard rock types with a cutter suction dredger. By use of the software, engineers should be able to test many more research cases than already discussed in this report. The cases can be related to achievable production rates and design criteria of a cutter suction dredger.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to the increasing demand for port construction, expansion, the installation of infrastructure at sea and the construction of inland waterways, the excavation of rock became an inevitable part of the dredging industry in the last decades. Some areas in the world possess rocky coasts (f.e. Panama, see figure 1.1). Nevertheless, these regions are forced to create harbors, sea lanes or canals to create access for ships and compete in the international economy. The increasing amount and size of ships did rise the demand to excavate more and harder types of rock at the seabed.

The excavation of rock on the seabed is a technique of dredging developed from the sixties on. The dredging of rock is a craft largely based on experience. Rock is a challenging material to dredge as it has a completely different failure behavior than the typical materials dredging companies are used to work with (sand and clay). The physical behavior is unpredictable and irregular, which tends dredging contractors to approach rock dredging by a simple rule of thumb: stronger rock is to be dredged by a stronger machine. Nevertheless, the question remains whether this is true or not.

The excavation of rock can be done using several types of dredgers, which are classified as hydraulic or mechanic dredgers. The mechanic dredgers use different types of grabs and can only excavate the softer rock types or rock which is already fragmented. Rock fragmentation is sometimes executed prior to the excavation by drilling and blasting methods\textsuperscript{1}. Drilling and blasting is often environmentally not allowed and is cost-effective not an optimal solution due to the twofold execution stage. Hydraulic dredgers use a suction pipeline to displace the rock. This research only considers cutter suction dredgers, which is a combination of a mechanic and hydraulic dredger (see figure 1.3) whereby the cutting is executed mechanically and the displacement is performed by a suction pipeline. Only the excavation process is further investigated.

\textsuperscript{1}Drilling and blasting is the breakage of rock by the controlled use of explosives and other methods such as gas pressure blasting pyrotechnics

Figure 1.1: Rock excavation project in Panama.
During the tendering phase of a project, dredging companies estimate the costs involved to execute a project and set up a bidding. The decision whether a project is executable with a certain cutter suction dredger or not is now based on similar projects executed in the past. In a short period prior to the project, an estimation must be made about the dredging equipment to be used, the expected production rate and the cost of wear parts. It is clear that the type of rock encountered is one of the most important parameters in assessing a project. Often, not many rock properties are given by the client and dredging companies face the challenge to estimate the rock type and fracturing as good as possible. Geologists create a soil model which matches the field samples delivered by the client. This soil model is a horizontal and vertical distribution of soil properties over the area to be dredged. Based on the soil model, production estimation engineers decide which type of equipment can execute the project and can deliver the highest production rate. A good knowledge of the behavior of cutter suction dredgers in a specific rock type is therefore required.

![Ambiorix](http://www.deme-group.com (2016))

In the last decade, more dredging projects consist of excavating very hard rock types like basalt². When hard to very hard rock types were encountered in the past, modern cutter suction dredgers have reached their operational limits. More insight in the excavation process is required to shift the boundaries of current cutter suction dredgers. A rock excavation prediction tool is needful to estimate an excavation work beforehand when limited feedback data is available from comparable projects in the past. This knowledge is required to keep competing with other dredging companies and being capable of excavating rock types never dredged by a cutter suction dredger.

### 1.1 The dredging contractor DEME

DEME (Dredging, Environmental and Marine Engineering) was established in 1991, but the roots of the company date back in the 19th century. In the early years, Baggerwerken Decloedt (as DEME’s earliest predecessor was called) was a small dredging company along the Belgian coast. In 1974, the well known Dredging International was founded as a merger between dredging contractors Ackermans & van Haaren and Société Générale de Dragage (SGD). DEME is established as a holding company between the two Belgian dredging contractors Dredging International and Baggerwerken Decloedt. In 2016, DEME is a

---

²Basalt is a common extrusive igneous (volcanic) rock formed from the rapid cooling of basaltic lava.
1.2 Problem statement

This research considers the excavation of hard rock types performed by a heavy duty cutter suction dredger. The working principle of a cutter suction dredger is explained in chapter 2. In the further course of this introduction, some terms may be used which are further discussed in chapter 2.

The rising demand to dredge increasingly stronger rock has uncovered the details of the excavation process. Intact rock material is only economically feasible to be dredged with a heavy duty cutter suction dredger when the Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) is not exceeding 60 MPa, although rock types with an UCS of up to 150 MPa are currently dredged when they are in fragmented condition. All depends on the state of the rock mass. When the UCS value of rock types exceeds the upper boundary of 60 MPa compressive strength, many unwanted issues occur during the excavation. The irregular cutting process creates an unevenly loaded cutter shaft which is continuously decelerating and accelerating. A consequence of the irregular character of the process is the introduction of vibrations, causing damage to the gearbox of the cutter drive and pontoon’s structure. In rare cases where very hard rock types are encountered exceeding the limitations, the cutter head can stall or even run over the bank\textsuperscript{3} in stead of digging in.

DEME analyzed these problems and stated that a great improvement could already be obtained by redesigning the cutter head. Several new types of cutter heads were built and tested by DEME to reduce

\textsuperscript{3}A bank is the volume of uncut rock mass being excavated
excessive vibrations on board. Torque measurements on the cutter shaft and vibration analyzes where performed to measure the influence of the cutter head type on the excavation process. Drawing conclusions was challenging, because in practice it is rarely possible to perform field tests where all influencing parameters are exactly known and kept constant. DEME decided that there was a need to physically model the influence of dredge parameters and cutter head type on the excavation process. This modeling could further optimize the project estimation beforehand and could visualize the effective influence which the new designed cutter heads have.

The vibration problems encountered during the excavation of rock raises many question. These vibrations are harmful for rotary equipment and the pontoon’s structural strength. On the other hand, these vibrations may be inevitable for the excavation process to generate the hammering effect and incorporate the inertia\textsuperscript{4} effect of the cutter head. It may become clear that the solution is not simply found in reducing the vibrations. A detailed analysis of the process and behavior of the drive train in loaded condition is required. The research question is therefore stated as follows:

How does the cutter head-rock interaction influences the dynamic cutting process?

Starting from this major research question, several spin-off questions are formulated. What influence does the cutter head type has on the cutting process? What impact does the wear of cutting teeth have on the cutting process? What influence do torsional vibrations have on the cutting process? For all these questions, this research is required to give an explanation.

![Unused cutter head with sharp teeth](image1) ![Damaged cutter head and damaged/worn teeth](image2)

Figure 1.4: A cutter head before and after a hard rock excavation work

1.3 Problem approach

The approach of this research is to model the interaction of a cutter head in contact with rock. The cutter head parameters must be interchangeable as well as the pontoon’s characteristics. The wear of cutting teeth is considered. During the modeling of the cutter head-rock interaction, dredge parameters must be varied to investigate which effect they have. A simplified dynamic model of the cutter shaft and drive is built to incorporate the dynamic behavior of the cutter head drive train.

A discrete model is applied because of the irregular breakout pattern of rock shapes. Discrete modeling means that motions are continuous but are a sequence of positions, whereby the position interval is defined as the accuracy of the model. In this model, an accuracy of 1 centimeter is applied.

\textsuperscript{4}Inertia is the resistance of any physical object to any change in its state of motion; this includes changes to its speed, direction or state of rest.
To model the cutter head-rock interaction, a geometric model of the cutter head is required. This geometric model incorporates the complete geometry and motions of a cutter suction dredger. The next step is setting up a rock model. This rock model can be shaped as desired relative to the moving cutter head and user-defined rock properties are added. Combining the geometric simulation with a rock model, the interaction can take place. The interaction of cutter head and rock is modeled as accurate as possible. The interaction module consists of several submodules. The forces generated as well as the volumes of rock being excavated are simulated and stored.

The model is built to be modular. This implies that each part of the model can be plugged in or out. The purpose of this modular structure of the model is the further implementation as a part of complete dynamic model of a cutter suction dredger. The model is calibrated and validated using field test data to ensure the reliability. After validation of the model, parameters can be varied to investigate their influence and scope of the simulation model.

The main and general aim of the simulation is to investigate which type of cutter head performs optimal during certain rock conditions. To categorize which cutter head performs best considering rock properties, several parameters must be compared against each other due to the variety of influencing parameters on the excavation process. The intention of this research is not to redesign cutter heads, but to investigate the influencing parameters and create a stable simulation model.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This report serves as a theoretical manual for the model which was built to simulate the cutter head-rock interaction. The theoretical background of the assumptions made in the model are discussed. To provide the reader of this research with a compact, easy to read and complete document, the report only consists of the most inevitable information to understand the excavation of rock. For more in depth information is referred to the appendices. The body of this thesis consists of four main parts: the geometric model, the rock model, the cutter head-rock interaction and the validation of the results. In advance, the general working method of a cutter suction dredger is explained and last but not least, a final conclusion is stated at the end.

The geometric model covers the discrete modeling of all positions, directions and shapes required to simulate a cutter suction dredger and its cutter head. The goal of this chapter is to give the reader a clear overview of all separated motions which contribute to the total path traveled by the cutting teeth. Different reference frames are required to define all positions and orientations in space and time. A correlation is set up between these reference frames to make transformations possible.

A rock model is discussed in the next chapter. The model must be a good representation of the reality despite the fact that only limited rock parameters are known in advance of a project. The interpretation and simplification of a specific rock type is investigated. The theoretical cutting process of a cutting tooth in rock is examined. The implementation of this theoretical approach in a three-dimensional space and the assumptions which are required to do so are discussed.
Chapter 2

Working method of a cutter suction dredger

A dredger is often required during the construction of ports and waterways when rock is to be moved. The dredger is brought in position and starts excavating rock following a predefined production scheme. Cutter suction dredgers are pontoons equipped with a rotation device to loosen rock. This rotation device, called a cutter head, is mounted in front of a suction mouth, all positioned at the end of a ladder which can be lowered to the seabed. The ladder is attached to the pontoon by a hinge at the top edge. The loosened rock is sucked up as a mixture with water through a suction mouth and transported by a suction pipeline. The suction force is obtained by using (a) powerful suction pump(s) located under water and/or in the pontoon’s pump room. The suction and/or booster pumps send the mixture of rock and water through a discharge pipeline to a reclamation area or barge. The cutter suction dredger is stationary and anchored while dredging. During the cutting process, the dredger swings back and forth around a fixed point on the stern, which is called the working spud. The working spud is the aft anchoring point. The swing motion is initiated by anchors and winches. The anchors are positioned in front of the dredger with a certain offset from the center line. Side wires connected to these anchors are hauled or veered by winches on the forward deck, introducing a rotating motion around the working spud.

The excavation process in rock is characterized by a high variation in excavation forces, which requires a rigid anchoring of the pontoon. Excavation forces are transferred towards the seabed by the anchors and working spud. The cutter suction dredger will mostly be used in sheltered areas to reduce the effect of waves and swell. Almost all soil types, including strong rock, can be excavated. Dredging depths from 1 to 35 meters can be reached. The power available at the cutter head goes up to 6000 kW for the strongest cutter suction dredgers.

2.1 The cutter head

Different types of rock require different types of cutter head. Each cutter head is designed to require minimal energy to reach a certain production and being most cost-effective for a specific rock type. The design is based on practical experience and laboratory tests. The cutter head is driven by the cutter head shaft. A cutter head consists of four main parts (see figure 2.1):

- a back ring (gray part)
- a hub (red part)
- a number of blades (orange parts)
- a number of cutting teeth (yellow parts)

The hub is the connection of the cutter head to the cutter head shaft. Blades connect the hub with the back ring. The number of blades depends on the rock type to be excavated. Less blades create big
openings between the blades which allows high production rates. On the contrary, bigger rock parts will enter the pipeline which may create blockages in the pump. Plates or bars can be mounted between the cutter head blades to prevent or break excavated parts in smaller pieces. More blades will mean that a smaller slice thickness is encountered and excavation forces per cutting tooth are reduced. Adapters are mounted on the blades and serve as a base for the cutting teeth. Teeth exist in various shapes and sizes, are subject to wear phenomena and are replaceable. A example is shown in figure 2.2.

Depending on the rock type being dredged, the cutter head must be replaced frequently during cutter head checks. Damage occurs to the cutter head, adapters and teeth when the cutter head is unevenly loaded with high peaks.

2.2 The cutter ladder

The purpose of the cutter ladder is to position the cutter head at the required cutting depth and transfer the forces towards the pontoon. One end of the ladder is attached to the pontoon with a hinge by which it can rotate vertically. The end where the cutter head is mounted is connected to a hoisting cable. Winches located at the pontoon can haul or veer the hoisting cable to rotate the cutter ladder around
its hinge point. Cutter head ladders considered in this thesis are box-shaped structures. This design can withstand peak loads much easier than an open frame construction. Most of the cutter ladders are tapered towards the cutter head. The cutter head end of the ladder must be as small as the cutter head back ring diameter. This prevents the cutter head ladder to touch uncut rock. Near the hinge point, the box-shaped ladder is much bigger to transfer the forces towards the pontoon. At this end, the cutter head drive and side winches can be positioned.

The cutter ladder is equipped with side wire sheaves. These sheaves guide the side wires and are attached to the ladder near the cutter head. The position of the anchors varies with respect to the cutter head, which requires the side wire sheaves to pivot according to the angle that is formed by the side wire relative to the ladder. The position of the side wire sheaves on the ladder determines the point of application of the hauling force on the ladder. The sheaves must be as close to the cutter head as possible to require a minimum force to swing the pontoon back and forth. On the contrary, the side wire must be kept as far away as possible to prevent the wire getting tangled in the cutter head.

2.3 Side wire anchoring

The back and forth swinging motion of the cutter head dredger around the working spud is achieved by hauling and veering the side wires connected to the anchors. The anchors are positioned with a certain offset along the pontoon’s center line and a certain distance forward of the spud position. As a rule of thumb, the holding force is estimated by multiplying a factor by the weight of the anchor. The factor is dependent on the type of anchor. The type of anchor is dependent on the rock to be excavated and the expected anchor forces. An anchor that is too light will break out prematurely, while an anchor that is too heavy will damage auxiliary equipment.

The (re)positioning of the anchors is a comprehensive activity. This can be done using the anchor booms of the cutter suction dredger or auxiliary equipment as a multicat1. The anchors are positioned at a fairly great distance from the cutter suction dredger to increase the operation time before the next shift. A greater distance mostly implies a better equalizing of the forces on both wires (starboard and port side). The anchor positions make an angle relative to the cutter head, which determines what part of the excavation force must be counteracted. A disadvantage of the great distance is the elasticity of the side wires. The deployed anchors are visualized in figure 2.4.

1A multicat is a small self propelled vessel to execute support jobs at sea in function of a larger construction vessel
2.4. Spud system

The spud system has multiple purposes. The spud system is able to make a step motion, act as a rotation point for the swing motion and counteract the longitudinal forces originating from the excavation process. In hard to very hard rock types, the spud will not penetrate the seabed very deep. The maximum longitudinal force that a spud can carry is therefore still a roughly estimated parameter. The step motion can theoretically be performed anywhere along the bank cut, but in the corner of a swing gives the most regular cut pattern.

In figure 2.4, the spud working principle is visualized. The pontoon is shifted whereby the spud position relative to the pontoon is changing.

2.5 The cutter head drive

Two types of cutter head drive are currently in use: electric or hydraulic. It is common practice to position the cutter head drive at the end of the ladder, near the hinge point. In some cases a drive in a watertight housing is positioned under water closer to the cutter head, with a reduced length of the cutter head shaft as a consequence. A cutter head shaft connects the drive output shaft with the cutter head. A gearbox is positioned in between to transform the high rotational speed of the drive to the required rotational speed of the cutter head.

In this thesis, an electric drive is considered positioned near the hinge point. No other types and positioning of cutter head drives are further discussed. In this particular case, the cutter head drive train is a long, vibration sensitive part of the cutter suction dredger.

2.5.1 Inertia effect

When describing the inertia effect of the cutter drive, an irregular cutting process is considered. Such a cutting process can be found in hard to very hard rock types, which are the rock types considered in this thesis. Inertia can be favorable during an irregular cutting process. Rotational energy is stored in the fast turning electric drive and the flywheel effect absorbs all the peak loads. Nevertheless the drive shaft and gearbox are charged with these fluctuating loads.

The fluctuating loads on the cutter head shaft and gearbox may initiate vibration problems when the load frequency is near the natural frequency of the entire cutter head drive. Resonance phenomena and
torsion oscillations may occur when small periodic loads have the ability to store vibration energy and produce large amplitude oscillations. A drastic reduction in service life or failure of the gearbox and/or shaft can be a consequence of resonance effects.

When measuring torque on the cutter head shaft (in front of the gearbox and drive), positive and negative torque values alternate each other due to the highly irregular cutting process. During the breakout of a large piece of rock, torque is built up by reducing the cutter head circumferential velocity. When the rock part is cut loose, the cutter head circumferential velocity is built up again. The rock being excavated counteracts the rotational motion of the cutter shaft introduced by the cutter head drive. When this counteracting force is not continuously present, a torsional vibration is introduced. These torsional vibrations cause hammering in the gearbox.

2.5.2 Drive characteristics

The pontoon rotates around the working spud by side winches which haul or veer wires connected to the anchors. By pulling the cutter head against the uncut rock, the cutter drive load is kept as high as possible. It is inevitable that the maximum available cutter drive torque will be exceeded during the fluctuating loads. The drive has to handle these temporary overloads by balancing between circumferential velocity and drive torque. The relationship between both output parameters is given in the drive characteristic.

The drive characteristic is a graph relating torque and circumferential speed. The circumferential speed is given on the vertical axis and the torque on the horizontal axis. A constant power line along which the drive can operate is shown (see figure 2.5). Electric drives can deliver torque overloads. The maximum torque is often around 150 percent of its nominal value. The torque restriction line shows the decreasing circumferential velocity in function of the torque overload. This overload zone is of high importance during an irregular cutting process. A cutter head drive can handle a torque overload during a short period, but stalling of the cutter head must be prevented. The steady state operation zone of an electric drive is also visualized in figure 2.5.

![Figure 2.5: Torque-RPM graph of an electric drive](image)

2.6 Hull characteristics

The hull characteristics define the swing width of a cutter suction dredger. All equipment discussed in the previous paragraphs is positioned somewhere on the hull. The most important parameters are the position of the working spud and hinge point of the ladder. The swing radius of the cutter suction dredger equals the distance between the cutter head and the working spud. To excavate big cuts, a swing radius as large as possible is required. The general lay-out of a mega cutter suction dredger is shown in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The general lay-out of the Ambiorix
Chapter 3

Geometry and kinematics of a cutter head

The simulation of the cutting process requires a good understanding of the geometry of a cutter suction dredger. The goal of the geometric model is to simulate a moving cutter head in space and time. The geometry will be discussed in the first part of this chapter, the kinematics will follow in the second part.

The geometric part describes the coordinate systems used to define a cutter head and its motions. The coordinate systems describe the cutter suction dredger from tooth to spud in their corresponding reference frame. The next part of this chapter describes the motions that are imposed on the cutter head (swing motion, circumferential motion and step). The kinematics (position, velocity and path) of a cutting tooth are discussed in the last part of this chapter.

3.1 Coordinate systems and geometry

A cutter suction dredger has a complex geometry. Using 3D-CAD drawings to model the cutter suction dredger would be time consuming and worthless whereas the modeling of the cutter head-rock interaction only requires discrete modeling of the pontoon, cutter head contour and teeth parameters. The simplification of shapes that are used to define the cutting teeth, cutter head and pontoon are explained together with the coordinate systems required to describe and correlate them.

A cutter suction dredger relative to the surrounding rock is defined in the earth coordinate system. The ladder motion is defined in the pontoon coordinate system. The tooth positions and orientations are defined in the cutter head coordinate system. The cutter head, pontoon and earth coordinate systems are visualized in figure 3.1 to give a general overview of the reference frames used. The parameters visualized in this figure are discussed in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. The tooth coordinate system is visualized in section 3.1.4. Because of the substitutability and abradability of a tooth, an adapter coordinate system is introduced to make a tooth replaceable. This adapter coordinates system allows to switch between different tooth types on the same type of cutter head, which makes it possible to investigate the influence of a specific tooth type.

3.1.1 Earth coordinate system

To model the cutter head-rock interaction, a fixed general reference frame is required to describe the motions and presence of objects in a three-dimensional space. The earth coordinate system serves as the general reference frame and is visualized in figure 3.1.

Two reference points are indicated in figure 3.1: the hinge point (H) and the suction inlet point (I). The hinge is the point of rotation of the cutter ladder and the suction inlet point is the entry of the suction pipeline. Both points are indicated in figure 3.1 with coordinates \( h_1, h_2, h_3 \) (hinge point) and \( i_1, i_2, i_3 \).
3.1. Coordinate systems and geometry

Figure 3.1: Coordinate systems required to define a cutter suction dredger

(suction inlet). The position of the suction inlet is used to calculate the suction depth or dredged depth of the cutter head. These two reference points are important to correlate each of the reference frames. The origin and axes of the earth coordinate system are defined as follows:

\[ O_{\text{earth}} \]: the spud position vertically shifted down or up till the seabed

\[ x_{\text{earth}} \]: parallel with the waterline on the seabed, longitudinal, positive to the cutter head

\[ y_{\text{earth}} \]: parallel with the waterline at the seabed, transversal, positive to port side of the pontoon

\[ z_{\text{earth}} \]: perpendicular to the waterline and through the working spud, positive to the upper part of the pontoon

This coordinate system is fixed and locates the cutter suction dredger in the surrounding rock. The hinge-spud distance (\( h_4 \)), suction depth (SD) and hinge to water line distance (\( h_1 \)) are required to define the pontoon coordinate system relative to the earth coordinate system. These parameters are visualized in figure 3.1.

3.1.2 Pontoon coordinate system

The pontoon coordinate system is visualized in figure 3.1. The aim of the pontoon coordinate system is to define the ladder position (rotation around the hinge) relative to the pontoon. The ladder angle is the sum of angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in figure 3.1.

The pontoon coordinate system with its reference points (H and I) makes it possible to define a suction depth (SD) or ladder angle (LA). Either the suction depth or ladder angle is required to calculate further dredging parameters (i.e. swing radius, position of the cutter head relative to the pontoon). Two different ladder angles are shown in figure 3.2. If the suction depth is given as input parameter, the corresponding ladder angle is obtained. Each cutter suction dredger has limited capacities concerning the suction depth and corresponding ladder angle. A maximum value is obtained using the parameters \( h_1, h_2, h_3 \) and the cutter head contour. The origin and axes of the cutter head coordinate system are defined as follows:
O_{pontoon}: the hinge position vertically shifted down till the waterline

x_{pontoon}: perpendicular to the waterline and through the symmetry axis of the ladder hinge, positive to the upper part of the pontoon

y_{pontoon}: on the water line, longitudinal, positive towards the cutter head

z_{pontoon}: parallel with the waterline, transverse, positive to port side of the pontoon

---

3.1.3 Cutter head coordinate system

To describe the position of a cutting tooth, the cutter head coordinate system is set up. The cutter head coordinate system is visualized in figure 3.3. Three parameters are required to define the position of a cutting tooth on the cutter head. The tooth tip is defined as the tooth position. For each tooth, a vertical coordinate defines the position along the cutter head axis starting from the cutter head back ring (z-direction). A radial coordinate defines the radial position of the tooth from the cutter head axis (radial distance to z-axis). The third coordinate is the sweep angle which describes the angle around the cutter head axis relative to the first tooth. This angle is measured counter clockwise around the z-axis starting from the x-axis.

O_{cutter head}: bottom of back ring, center of cutter head circular contour

x_{cutter head}: perpendicular to the cutter head axis, through tooth tip number one

y_{cutter head}: perpendicular to the cutter head axis and x-axis

z_{cutter head}: cutter head axis, positive towards the upper part of the cutter head

The magenta colored tooth (on the positive x-axis, see figure 3.3) is tooth number one. The sweep angle of all other teeth is defined relative to this tooth, which sweep angle is set to 0. The coordinates of all teeth are obtained from the manufacturer of the cutter head and are corresponding a specific tooth type. The model built in this research will correct the tooth position depending on the tooth type mounted on the cutter head.

3.1.4 Tooth coordinate system

To describe the orientation of a cutting tooth, the cutting tooth coordinate system is created. Three parameters are required to define the orientation of a cutting tooth on a cutter head. The definition of the tooth orientation depends on the brand of the tooth and cutter head. The VOSTA\textsuperscript{1}-definition serves as a reference frame within this research. Other definitions are first converted to this VOSTA-definition

\textsuperscript{1}VOSTA LMG is a manufacturer of dredging equipment, http://www.vostalmg.com
3.1. Coordinate systems and geometry

The orientation of a VOSTA-tooth is defined by three angles: the cutting, contour and root angle. A tooth can obtain a certain orientation by incorporating an offset angle in the tooth design and/or by orientating the tooth in the adapter on the cutter head. The cutting angle is largely incorporated in the tooth design and partly dependent on the adapter orientation.

A simplified tooth within the tooth coordinate system is visualized in figure 3.4. The coordinate system’s origin and axes are described as follows:

\( O_{\text{tooth}} \): tooth tip, center cutting edge

\( x_{\text{tooth}} \): negative tooth axis, in the cutting plane

\( y_{\text{tooth}} \): through the tooth tip and perpendicular to the tooth axis and leading edge, positive towards the adapter connection

\( z_{\text{tooth}} \): leading edge axis
A cutting tooth has a complex design to withstand the cutting forces and obtain an optimal wear profile during the excavation process. A simplified tooth is built to model the process with minimal computational time, whereby only the abradable part is constructed. The purpose of the other part of the cutting tooth is of no value during this research. Five parameters define the shape of this simplified tooth:

- backward angle [mm], see figure 3.4b
- lateral angle [deg], see figure 3.4d
- leading edge [mm], see figure 3.4d
- wear length [mm], see figure 3.4b

Figure 3.4 visualizes the simplified tooth shape. A three-dimensional view gives a general impression of the shape, whereafter each of the aspects is shown. The cutting face (Dutch: spaanvlak) is indicated in figure 3.4b. This is the area which will be in contact with rock during the transport of excavated material.

While executing geometric simulations of a cutter head, the teeth must be interchangeable because different tooth types can be used on the same type of cutter head. A tooth is locked in an adapter. The adapter end of a tooth has standard dimensions, which are identical for all tooth types. For this reason the origin of the adapter coordinate system is positioned at the end of the abradable part of a tooth, which is a fixed point on the adapter. Depending on the tooth type, the abradable part can differ in
orientation and shape. The model converts the tooth tip positions for different tooth types. This allows the software to investigate the influence of the tooth type on the excavation process.

The wear process of a cutting tooth is modeled by correcting the tooth tip position and tooth shape. A non worn tooth is shown in figure 3.4. The worn shape is created by reducing the wear length. A vertical line in the XY-plane defines the new tooth tip and corresponding wear area.

3.2 Motions

3.2.1 Step motion

The step size is a parameter defined by the dredge operator. The cutter suction dredger is shifted forward, while the working spud is kept in position. This shift increases the distance between the working spud and the cutter head by the step size, thus a bigger swing radius is obtained. The step motion in the model is applied in the earth coordinate system as a fictive increase of pontoon length.

\[ \theta_{\text{ch}} = \theta_{\text{offset,ch}} + \omega_{\text{swing}} \cdot t \]  

where:

\( \theta_{\text{ch}} \) = angular position cutter head in earth coordinate system [rad]  
\( \theta_{\text{offset,ch}} \) = angular begin position in earth coordinate system [rad]  
\( \omega_{\text{swing}} \) = angular velocity around z-axis in earth coordinate system [rad/s]  
\( t \) = time elapsed [s]
3.2.3 Circumferential motion

The cutter head is driven by the cutter shaft which introduces a circumferential motion. Each tooth starts the circumferential motion with an initial offset (θ\text{\text{sweep}}) from the zero-position. This zero-position is reached when the tooth tip is laying on the positive x-axis (magenta tooth in figure 3.3). The circumferential motion of the cutting tooth around the cutter head axis is determined by an angular velocity (ω\text{\text{circ}}) in the cutter head coordinate system (around the z-axis). The circumferential motion is modeled by equation 3.2.

\[ \theta_t = \theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t \]  

where:

- \( \theta_t \) = angular position tooth in cutter head coordinate system [rad]
- \( \theta_{\text{sweep}} \) = initial sweep angle of tooth in cutter head coordinate system [rad]
- \( \omega_{\text{circ}} \) = angular velocity around z-axis in cutter head coordinate system [rad/s]
- \( t \) = time elapsed [s]

3.3 The coordinate system transformations

To define all positions, orientations, shapes and movements of the teeth on the cutter head in the rock matrix coordinate system\(^2\), a definition was necessary to describe the link between the different reference frames. To do so, the Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) convention, known from robotics applications, is applied to the cutter suction dredger in general. The advantage of using the D-H convention is the simplification and standardization of the kinematic analysis for systems connected with linkages. Some general definitions and agreements have to be applied, which are discussed in this section.

Using the D-H convention, a structure (cutter suction dredger) is subdivided in joints and links, where joints connect the links. Joints can be actuated, causing the links to move. There are \( n \) joints and \((n-1)\)

\(^2\)The rock matrix coordinate system is a reference frame which coincides with the modeled rock mass surrounding the cutter head working area, chapter 4 section 4.7.2.
links in a structure. The cutter suction dredger is subdivided in 7 joints (0-6) and 6 links (0-5). The 7 joints and 6 links are indicated in figure 3.7. The earth coordinate system coincides with joint 1, the pontoon coordinate system coincides with joint 3, the cutter head coordinate system coincides with joint 5 and tooth coordinate system coincides with joint 6. Coordinate system 0 (base frame) coincides with the rock matrix coordinate system, which is further explained in chapter 4, section 4.7.2.

The naming convention used in figure 3.7 means that actuating joint i leads to a movement of link i. The cutter suction dredger in figure 3.7 contains revolute and prismatic joints. A revolute joint rotates around a single axis, a prismatic joint translates along a single axis. Joint 2 is a prismatic joint, because the degree of freedom is a translation along the z-axis. All other joints are revolute and can rotate about their z-axis. The D-H convention requires that the axis of actuation for joint (i+1) is $z_i$. To set up all coordinate systems, the following assumptions must be met:

- the axis $x_i$ is perpendicular to $z_{i-1}$
- the axis $x_i$ intersects $z_{i-1}$

### 3.3.1 Locate and label the joint axes

First step in setting up a sketch for D-H parameterisation is locating and labeling the joint axes. For a cutter suction dredger, this implicates the introduction of 7 joint axes $z_0$ till $z_6$. The axis $z_0$ is called the base axis, forming part of the base frame, but not able to be actuated. Each joint axis simulates a specific function of the cutter suction dredger. In figure 3.7, the joint axes are always the longitudinal cylinder axes (black cylinders at each joint).

- $z_1$: rotation of the pontoon around the spud
- $z_2$: translation of the spud carriage
- $z_3$: rotation of ladder around the hinge
- $z_4$: rotation of the cutter head around cutter head axis

![Figure 3.7: Each link fitted with a coordinate system](image)

### 3.3.2 Computing the link parameters

The D-H convention uses four parameters to describe the position and orientation of two adjacent coordinate systems. These parameters are described as follows:

- $a_i$: translation along $x_i$ from $O_i$ to the intersection of $x_i$ and $z_{i-1}$
3.3.3 Defining the joint variable

To describe the state of each joint, a joint variable must be defined. For a revolute joint the current angle of rotation and for a prismatic joint the position along the axis of translation, will be described in this variable. Each joint has only one variable. The notation is as follows:

\[ q_i = \begin{cases} 
\theta_i & \text{if joint } i \text{ is revolute} \\
 d_i & \text{if joint } i \text{ is prismatic}
\end{cases} \]

3.3.4 General transformation matrix

Each link is fitted with a coordinate system (figure 3.7). In this way, every point on link \( i \) can be described and is fixed to coordinate system \( i \). The 7 coordinate systems are linked to each other using the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters. The four Denavit-Hartenberg parameters describe the link between each of these reference frames.

To express the position and orientation of an arbitrary point \( O_i, x_i, y_i, z_i \) with respect to a point in adjacent coordinate system \( O_{i-1}, x_{i-1}, y_{i-1}, z_{i-1} \), a homogeneous transformation matrix \( A \) is required. This matrix will be a combination of translations and rotations. While each joint moves, each transformation matrix will change but stays only dependent on one joint variable \( q_i \).

To express the position and orientation of \( O_j, x_j, y_j, z_j \) with respect to \( O_i, x_i, y_i, z_i \), a transformation matrix \( M \) is required. This matrix \( M \) will be defined as follows:

\[
M_i^j = \begin{cases} 
A_i \cdot A_{i+1} \cdot \ldots \cdot A_{j-1} \cdot A_j & \text{if } i < j \\
I & \text{if } i = j \\
(M_i^j)^{-1} = M_j^i & \text{if } i > j
\end{cases}
\]

In this way, a complicated transformation is broke up in several consecutive transformations and it is possible to transform coordinates between the tooth (CS6) and rock matrix coordinate system (CS0). Using the D-H convention, homogeneous matrix \( A \) can be split up in four basic transformations:

\[
A_i = R(z, \theta_i) \cdot T(z, d_i) \cdot T(x, a_i) \cdot R(x, \beta_i)
\]
These transformations are defined as follows:

\[ R(z, \theta_i) : \text{rotation around } z\text{-axis by } \theta_i \]

\[ T(z, d_i) : \text{translation along } z\text{-axis by distance } d_i \]

\[ T(x, a_i) : \text{translation along } x\text{-axis by distance } a_i \]

\[ R(x, \beta_i) : \text{rotation around } x\text{-axis by } \beta_i \]

In matrix formulation:

\[
R(z, \theta_i) = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_i & -\sin \theta_i & 0 & 0 \\
\sin \theta_i & \cos \theta_i & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
T(z, d_i) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & d_i \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
T(x, a_i) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & a_i \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
R(x, \beta_i) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \beta_i & -\sin \beta_i & 0 \\
0 & \sin \beta_i & \cos \beta_i & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
A_i = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_i & -\sin \theta_i \cos \beta_i & \sin \theta_i \sin \beta_i & a_i \cos \theta_i \\
\sin \theta_i & \cos \theta_i \cos \beta_i & -\cos \theta_i \sin \beta_i & a_i \sin \theta_i \\
0 & \sin \beta_i & \cos \beta_i & d_i \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Joints 1, 3 and 5 in figure 3.7 are revolute causing parameter \( \theta_i \) to vary. Joint 2 is prismatic causing parameter \( d_i \) to vary.

The output of the geometrical transformations are the tooth shape, position and orientation in the rock matrix coordinate system. In the discrete model, these parameters are calculated during each time step for each tooth. All positions are transformed by equation 3.6.

\[ P_i = M_j \cdot P_j \quad (3.6) \]

### 3.4 Kinematics of a cutting tooth

To predict the forces generated by the movement of a cutter head, the kinematics of a single tooth must be well understood. After modeling the positioning of a cutting tooth in space and time, this chapter will deal with the kinematic behavior of a single tooth.

The physical parameters which determine the cutting process of a tooth in rock will be discussed in this chapter. The motion of a cutting tooth will be investigated in the plane perpendicular to the cutter head axis. A right turning cutter head is observed.
3.4.1 The path of a tooth tip

The path of a single tooth tip is shown in figure 3.8. A front view of the cutter head is used to explain the orthocycloid path of a tooth tip. In figure 3.8, two circles are shown. These circles represent the lowest and highest tooth positions. Circle C is unrolled and the periphery forms line k. The cutter head moves sideways with the swing velocity $v_{swing}$ (m/s) and rotates with the angular velocity $\omega_{circ}$ (rad/s). Point P is the pole of the orthocycloid. The pole is the position where the horizontal velocity of a tooth tip is zero and changes direction. Point A(0) is a random tooth tip at $t = 0$.

The swing velocity as well as the circumferential velocity can obtain positive and negative values. In this research, the circumferential velocity is assumed to be negative (left turning cutter head). A combination of both values can trigger two possible ways of dredging: over- and undercutting. During overcutting, the bank is approached by the cutting teeth from above. During undercutting, the bank is approached from below. At the end of a full swing, the swing direction is reversed and the cutter head switches from under- to overcutting or vice versa.

All teeth are divided over several blades. The tooth positions on a blade can differ compared to the previous and next blade (staggered). The staggering is expressed in the number n, which indicates how much blades are in between two similar tooth positions with the same vertical height above the back ring and radial distance from the cutter head axis. Depending on the staggering (n) and amount of blades (m), the amount of teeth on one contour circle (p) is changing. Equation 3.7 calculates how many tooth tips are located at each contour line. Each tooth tip is $\frac{2\pi}{p}$ radians away from each other.

$$p = \frac{m}{n} \quad (3.7)$$

When the swing velocity is reduced till zero, the motion of a tooth tip simplifies from a orthocycloid to a circle. Equation 3.8 is valid for an overcutting cutter head. In this case, the pole of each tooth tip lays on the negative z-axis. During undercutting, the sign of the swing velocity changes and equation 3.9 is valid. During undercutting, the pole of each tooth tip is somewhere along the positive z-axis. At the end of a full swing, the sign of the pole’s x-value is changed.

For overcutting:

$$y = v_{swing} \cdot t + R \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t)$$
$$x = R \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) \quad (3.8)$$

For undercutting:

$$y = -v_{swing} \cdot t + R \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t)$$
$$x = R \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) \quad (3.9)$$

3.4.2 Velocity of a tooth tip

The velocity of a tooth tip is the derivative with respect to time of the position. It is combination of a circumferential velocity around the cutter shaft and around the working spud.

$$\frac{dy}{dt} = v_y = v_{swing} + R \cdot \omega_{circ} \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t)$$
$$\frac{dx}{dt} = v_x = -R \cdot \omega_{circ} \cdot \sin(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) \quad (3.10)$$

The total cutting velocity is the sum of the y- and z-vector.

$$v_{cut} = \sqrt{v_x^2 + v_y^2} \quad (3.11)$$
For overcutting, the total velocity $v_{\text{over}}$ equals:

$$v_{\text{over}} = \sqrt{v_{\text{swing}}^2 + 2 \cdot v_{\text{swing}} \cdot R \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) + R^2 \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)$$

For undercutting, the total velocity $v_{\text{under}}$ equals:

$$v_{\text{under}} = \sqrt{v_{\text{swing}}^2 - 2 \cdot v_{\text{swing}} \cdot R \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) + R^2 \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.13)$$

The Denavit-Hartenberg convention (D-H convention, see section 3.3) is used to calculate the velocity direction of a cutting tooth in the rock matrix coordinate system. The importance of the velocity direction will become clear in chapters 4 during the application of the cutting models. The D-H convention is an optimal method to transform the velocity vectors in space. By using the transformation matrix defined in section 3.3 and setting up a velocity matrix $W$, it is possible to transform the velocity vectors in space. The velocity matrix $W$ is defined in equation 3.14. In this matrix, the angular or translational velocities in a reference frame $j$ are expressed.

$$W_j = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -\omega_z & \omega_y & v_x \\
\omega_z & 0 & -\omega_x & v_y \\
-\omega_y & \omega_x & 0 & v_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)$$

To transform the velocity matrix within reference frame $j$ relative to reference frame $i$, the D-H convention is characterized by the transformation rule in equation 3.15.

$$W_i = M_i^j \cdot W_j \cdot M_i^j$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)$$

This velocity matrix is calculated for the swing motion around the working spud as well as the circumferential motion around the cutter shaft. Both velocity matrices are add up (equation 3.16) to create the cutting velocity matrix.
\[ W_i = W_{i,\text{swing}} + W_{i,\text{circ}} \]  

(3.16)

To finally calculate the cutting velocity vector \( \mathbf{v}_{\text{cut}} \) with respect to reference frame \( i \) (rock matrix coordinate system), the tooth position \( (P_i) \) is multiplied by the velocity matrix \( W_i \) (equation 3.17).

\[ \mathbf{v}_{\text{cut}} = W_i \cdot \vec{P}_i \]  

(3.17)

### 3.4.3 Cutting phase of a tooth tip

During the rotation and swing motion of a cutter head, a tooth runs through a cutting phase and a non-cutting phase. Depending on the step length and face height, this varies for each tooth position. During the excavation of an intact rock mass, no breaching processes\(^3\) occur. This implies that all the rock material must be excavated before it can be picked up by the suction pipe. The bank of rock in front of the cutter head will take the shape of the cutter head contour. During the excavation of a very weathered rock mass, breaching may become a dominant factor. This situation will not be further discussed in this research.

The shape of the face is visualized in figure 3.9. The shape of the bank during the first cut is indicated by the yellow line. The shape of the bank during the next cut, after stepping forward, is shown by the red line. The dotted lines indicate the tooth positions of the stepped cutter head where a different cutting phase is encountered. During the modeling of the cutter head in this research, this cutting phase is calculated during every time step.

---

\(^3\)Breaching is the occurrence of continued and/or local instabilities on a sandy slope causing a density flow running downwards from the slope (Vlasblom, 2013)
### 3.4.4 Cutting angle of a tooth tip

Three angles are required to describe the approach angle of a tooth in rock: cutting angle $\alpha$, wedge angle $\zeta$ and clearance angle $\gamma$. These three angles are measured with respect to the tangent (see figure 3.10) to the orthocycloid trajectory of a tooth and possess the following relationship:

$$\alpha = \zeta + \gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

When a pure circumferential motion of the cutter head is observed, the tangent to the trajectory of a tooth equals the tangent to a circle. But during dredging, the circumferential motion is combined with a translational swing motion. The tangent to the trajectory is now varying. Angles $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ are changing, $\beta$ is constant. An angle $\zeta$ is present (see figure 3.10). This angle $\zeta$ must be subtracted from the maximum angles $\alpha_0$ and $\gamma_0$. The angle $\zeta$ equals zero when the swing velocity and circumferential velocity make an angle of 0 or 180 degrees relative to each other. $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ are reaching a maximum value in that case, which equals $\alpha_0$ and $\gamma_0$. The corrected angles $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ are written as follows:

$$\alpha = \alpha_0 - \zeta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

$$\gamma = \gamma_0 - \zeta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

![Figure 3.10: Three cutting angles ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$) corrected for the orthocycloid trajectory of a cutting tooth](image)

Using the cosine rule, the angle $\zeta$ can be calculated:

$$v_{\text{swing}}^2 = v_{\text{cut}}^2 + v_{\text{circ}}^2 - 2 \cdot v_{\text{circ}} \cdot v_{\text{cut}} \cdot \cos \zeta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

$$\cos \zeta = \frac{v_{\text{swing}}^2 - v_{\text{circ}}^2 - v_{\text{cut}}^2}{-2 \cdot v_{\text{circ}} \cdot v_{\text{cut}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

$$v_{\text{circ}} = \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot R$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

$$v_{\text{cut}}^2 = v_{\text{swing}}^2 + 2 \cdot v_{\text{swing}} \cdot R \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot \cos (\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) + R^2 \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)
Substituting equation 3.23 in equation 3.21 gives:

$$\zeta = \arccos \left( \frac{R \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}} + \nu_{\text{swing}} \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t)}{\sqrt{\nu_{\text{swing}}^2 + 2 \cdot \nu_{\text{swing}} \cdot R \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) + R^2 \cdot \omega_{\text{circ}}^2}} \right)$$

(3.25)

Defining a new parameter $\lambda$ (equation 3.26) to further simplify equation 3.25 gives:

$$\lambda = \frac{\nu_{\text{circ}}}{\nu_{\text{swing}}} \quad (3.26)$$

$$\zeta = \arccos \left( \frac{\lambda + \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t)}{\sqrt{1 + 2 \cdot \lambda \cdot \cos(\theta_{\text{sweep}} + \omega_{\text{circ}} \cdot t) + \lambda^2}} \right)$$

(3.27)

The angle $\zeta$ reaches a maximum when a tooth tip is in the pole position. In figure 3.8, the importance of the pole in the orthocycloid is shown. The pole represents the point where the cutting velocity’s horizontal direction is changing. In the pole itself, the cutting velocity is vertical. The velocity triangle is now a right-angled triangle because the angle $\phi$ (in figure 3.8) measures 90 degrees.

### 3.4.5 Cutting length

The cutting phase defines if a tooth is within the theoretical bank or not. While the tooth is within the face shape, the theoretical cutting length is calculated. Assuming that all parameters are known (radius, swing velocity, circumferential velocity, face height, $p$), the cutting length can be calculated using the formula defined by Grincuk and Matyashin (de Boer (1977)):

$$l = 2 \cdot R \cdot \frac{1 + \lambda}{\lambda} \cdot \int_0^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \sqrt{1 - k^2 \cdot \sin^2 \omega} \, d\omega + \int_0^{\frac{\pi}{2}} \sqrt{1 - k^2 \cdot \sin^2 \omega} \, d\omega$$

(3.28)

where:

$$k = \frac{2 \cdot \sqrt{\lambda}}{1 + \lambda}$$

(3.29)

$$\omega = \frac{\alpha_{1(2)}}{2}$$

(3.30)

![Figure 3.11: Visualizing angles $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$](image)
3.4. Kinematics of a cutting tooth

The two angles $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ describe the start and end point of the cutting phase on the tooth path. These angles are visualized in figure 3.11. During the modeling in this research, the theoretical cutting length is calculated to validate the model. The practical cutting length is compared with this theoretical cutting length to indicate the effect of the irregular cutting process on the cutting length of a tooth in contrast to a continuous cutting process (i.e., in clay).

3.4.6 Cutting thickness

Dependent on the amount of teeth within the same plane perpendicular to the cutter axis (plane shown in figure 3.11), the tooth trajectories leave a zone of rock material between each other. This blank space is called the slice that will be excavated when the cutter head is in contact with rock. The shortest distance of a tooth position to the tooth trajectory of the previous tooth within the same contour plane, is called the cutting thickness. The path is dependent on the parameter $\lambda$ (see equation 3.26) and $p$ (see equation 3.7). The maximum cutting thickness is calculated using the formula:

$$d_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{p \cdot \lambda} \quad (3.31)$$

This is the distance traveled during one rotation, divided by the number of teeth located at one height contour line of the cutter head. This maximum cutting thickness is reached at a circumferential angle ($\theta_t$) of -90 degrees during undercutting and 90 degrees during overcutting. Calculating the actual cutting thickness during all other circumferential angles is challenging due to the orthocycloid path of the tooth. The cutting thickness is the perpendicular distance from the tooth trajectory till the free surface of the rock (the trajectory of the previous tooth). To define this thickness, an approximation is given in equation 3.32.

$$d = |d_{\text{max}} \cdot \sin(\theta_t)| \quad (3.32)$$

The sinus interpolates cutting thickness between 0 (0°) and $d_{\text{max}}$ (±90°) and gives a good approximation of the local cutting thickness for each cutting tooth (see figure 3.12). There is no volume difference during under- or overcutting. On the other hand, the shape can differ a lot dependent on $\lambda$, $p$ and the swing direction. The cutting length during undercutting is higher compared to overcutting, assuming the same volume is dredged. The direction vector of the cutting depth is required in the further course of this research. Therefore, it is calculated as the cross product of the leading edge direction and the cutting velocity direction (see equation 3.33).

$$\overrightarrow{cd} = \overrightarrow{le} \times \overrightarrow{v_{\text{cut}}} \quad (3.33)$$

![Figure 3.12: Theoretical excavated slice shape and maximum cutting thickness](image-url)
Chapter 4

Rock fracture mechanics

Rock fracture mechanics is the key to a good modeling of the forces generated during the cutting of rock using a cutter suction dredger. Although very limited rock parameters are available prior to many dredging projects, a good rock model is indispensable. Due to this limited knowledge in advance of a project, the available rock properties must be interpreted as good as possible to create a reliable rock model.

This chapter will start with an introduction to rock properties. The next part of this chapter describes the fracturing of intact and weathered rock. The general failure mechanism is described, followed by the application of the cutting models. The last part of this chapter will explain the theoretical approximation of the chip formation during the fracturing of rock.

4.1 Rock classification

Based on their origin, rocks can be classified in three different categories: igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rock. Igneous rock originates from the cooling and solidification of magma. It may form with or without crystallization, above or below the earth surface. The magma is formed in the earths mantle or crust and for example deposited by a volcano eruption. Typical examples of igneous rock are basalt and granite. Sedimentary rock is formed through deposition of materials in water, ice or air at the earth surface on dry land or with water on top of it. Typical examples of sedimentary rock are sandstone, limestone and claystone. Metamorphic rock originates from existing rock types by a process called metamorphism. This process recrystallizes the existing rock under specific temperature (greater than 150 degrees Celsius) and pressure (1500 bars) conditions. An example of metamorphic rock is quartzite (Whittaker et al. (1992)).

4.2 Atmospheric rock properties

The cutting of rock with a cutter suction dredger takes place at limited water depths (smaller than 35 meters). The cutting is therefore approximated as atmospheric cutting, whereby the influence of pore pressures is not taken into account. Atmospheric rock can be defined using the following parameters:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{UCS} &= \text{Unconfined Compressive Strength [MPa]} \\
\text{BTS} &= \text{Brazilian Tensile Strength [MPa]} \\
\text{GSI} &= \text{Geological Strength Index [-]} \\
\phi &= \text{internal friction angle [°]} \\
\delta &= \text{external friction angle [°]}
\end{align*}
\]
4.2. Atmospheric rock properties

Unconfined Compressive Strength

The Unconfined Compressive Strength (UCS) describes the compressive strength of a rock sample. In dredging projects, it is often the only parameter known in advance of a project. A cylindrical part of rock is loaded unconfined axially under compression until failure. The UCS is calculated using equation 4.1 by dividing the force required to fail the rock by the cross sectional area of the core sample (MarCom Working Group 144 (2014)). The Mohr circle\(^1\) of the failure condition is shown in figure 4.1. Point \(a\) is the stress state at the failure plane.

\[
\sigma_{UCS} = \frac{F}{A} \tag{4.1}
\]

where:

\(\sigma_{UCS}\) = Unconfined Compressive Strength [MPa]

\(F\) = maximum failure load [N]

\(A\) = cross sectional area of core sample [mm\(^2\)]

![Figure 4.1: Unconfined compressive strength Mohr circle](image)

Brazilian Tensile Strength

The Brazilian Tensile Strength (BTS) defines the tensile strength of a rock sample. The BTS is also known as the indirect tensile strength. This is due to the fact that this tensile strength is not measured through tensile loading. A cylindrical core sample is loaded unconfined and radial under compression until failure, whereby pure tensile failure occurs. The BTS is calculated using equation 4.2. The Mohr circle of the failure condition is shown in figure 4.2. The sample is loaded by a compressive strength of three times the BTS.

\[^1\)The Mohr circle is a geometric representation of the 2-D transformation of stresses (Lagace (2008))\]
\[ \sigma_{\text{BTS}} = \frac{2 \cdot F}{\pi \cdot L \cdot D} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where:

- \( \sigma_{\text{BTS}} \) = Brazilian Tensile Strength [MPa]
- \( F \) = maximum failure load [N]
- \( L \) = length of core sample [mm]
- \( D \) = diameter of core sample [mm]

Figure 4.2: Brazilian tensile strength Mohr circle

**Geological Strength Index**

The Geological Strength Index (GSI) is a measure to classify different types of rock based on interlocking and surface quality of the rock mass (Marinos et al. (2005)). It provides a system to estimate the reduction in rock mass strength for different fracturing conditions. It is useful to choose a GSI-range where a rock mass is classified in. A GSI-range enables a rock mass to be considered as a mechanical continuum without losing the influence geology has on its mechanical properties. The GSI-system is a qualitative measurement tool for rock masses and largely depend on the visual interpretation of the rock mass by an engineer. The general GSI-index chart is shown in figure 4.3.

**Cohesion, adhesion, internal and external friction**

Internal and external friction are a result of the normal stress and are described by the internal (\( \phi \)) and external friction angle (\( \delta \)). Internal friction describes the normal stress between the rock grains mutually. External friction describes the normal stress between the rock grains and the grains from another material, like the steel of a cutting tooth. On the contrary, cohesion and adhesion define the attraction force of particles to stick to each other. Cohesion describes the mutual attraction of particles from the same substance. Adhesion describes the sticky effect of molecules from different origins. Cohesion and adhesion are shear stress parameters, independent from normal stress (Miedema (2015)).
4.3 Fracturing of intact rock

The fracturing of rock can occur in two ways: brittle or ductile failure (Miedema (2015)). It is generally accepted that most types of rock will fail brittle during the cutting by a cutter suction dredger due to the high impact velocity and atmospheric conditions. Ductile cutting requires very low cutting velocities and high temperatures or pressures to change the rock characteristics, which is not considered in this research. Only brittle failure will be further investigated.

4.4 Interpretation of rock properties

In the past, many theories are developed describing the cutting process of a tooth in rock. These theories assume a homogeneous rock material. In this research, the effect of irregularities is added using the GSI-index to create a representative reproduction of the reality. A closer look into rock mechanics leads to a better understanding of the problem (Verhoef (1997)).

---

**Figure 4.3:** General GSI-index chart by Hoek and Brown (Marinos et al. (2005))
4.4.1 Discontinuities

A discontinuity refers to the occurrence of joints, cracks, pore spaces and other natural weaknesses within the rock. These discontinuities determine the transmission of stress throughout the rock. The tensile strength in this locality is lower than in the surrounding rock. That is the reason why cracks occur and propagate through these discontinuities. Rock contains discontinuities on small and large scales, where these discontinuities can originate from different natural phenomena (thermal, mechanical or chemical) during the past.

Discontinuities can be divided into four main categories: layering or bedding, joints, shear zones and faults. These categories are based on the geological origin. Discontinuities can be subdivided in singular or systematic discontinuities. They can be part of a network of discontinuities (systematic) which have a common orientation or can be present solely with unique characteristics.

Discontinuity spacing

The spacing between discontinuities is of great importance for the outbreak patterns and forces required to cut rock. When the space between the discontinuities is larger than the cutter head size, the influence of the discontinuities will not be remarkable. In this case, the cutter head will excavate the rock by cutting. On the contrary, when the interspace between discontinuities is smaller than the cutter head, the excavation process will be influenced by the discontinuities. If the penetration depth of a cutting tooth on the cutter head can reach the interspace between the discontinuities, a maximum benefit on cutting force and outbreak pattern can be reached.

Discontinuity orientation

Systematic discontinuities often have a common orientation. This orientation can influence the excavation performance largely. Experiments have shown that an orientation parallel to the haul velocity will have the most favorable influence on the excavation performance. Perpendicular discontinuity orientation requires the highest cutting force.

4.4.2 Rock material and rock mass

In rock excavation a clear distinction must be made between rock material (Dutch: gesteente) and rock mass (Dutch: rots) (Verhoef (1997)). Rock material is the intact and coherent rock. A laboratory test sample is often defined as rock material, but even this small piece of rock (diameter = 55 mm, length = 110 mm) can be extremely fragmented. A distinction can again be made between intact and broken rock material. Rock mass is a larger volume of rock, which will contain fractures over its volume. The division
between rock mass and material became important after the determination that a small rock sample cannot be representative for a rock mass. Rock material defines the microstructure of rock compared to rock mass which describes the structural characteristics of rock. The fundamental different approach of describing rock masses and materials led to different classification systems for both categories. On a small scale, a small piece of rock material can be defined as homogeneous. On a large scale, a batch of rock mass cannot be regarded as homogeneous due to the cracks present. However, rock mass and rock material are interdependent. For dredging purposes, the rock excavation problem is approached as described in the next paragraphs.

The frequency of discontinuities will determine the strength of the rock. An increase in frequency will create a rock mass with a lower strength. When several discontinuities are present the intersections of several fracture planes will define a volume of rock. If these volumes are large compared to the material used for cutting (e.g. a cutter head), the influence of discontinuities is negligible. In case the volumes of rock are rather small compared to the material used for cutting (e.g. smaller than half of the cutter head diameter), the strength of the rock material will reduce significantly. Cutter suction dredgers are mostly cutting rock mass instead of rock material.

The distinction between rock material and rock mass affects the definition of rock excavation. It tends to split the excavation process of rock in three categories: ripping, cutting or a combination of both. Excavating rock by means of loosening and transporting the natural formed rock blocks bounded by discontinuities is called ripping. Cutting is the breakage of rock mass into smaller parts by penetrating the rock until a fracture is generated and a rock block is loosening and can be transported. Most obvious is the appearance of a combination of both. In this case, the fracture frequency as well as the properties of the intact rock are of great importance for modeling the rock behavior during excavation (Verhoef (1997)).

4.5 Fracturing of weathered rock

To incorporate for the discontinuities in the rock mass and rock material, the GSI-value will be estimated to evaluate the excavating process. Hoek and Brown developed a failure criterion to incorporate this GSI-value in the calculation of the internal friction angle and cohesion (Hoek (2006)). A corrected tensile and compressive strength of rock is obtained using this method.

A failure criterion describes which conditions have to be met to initiate the failure of a material. Many failure criteria for rock have been developed in the past. These criteria determine under which combination of normal and shear stress rock will fail. Each failure criterion has its advantages and disadvantages. In dredging science, the Hoek and Brown-failure criterion is widely accepted as one of the most reliable, because this criterion is based on empirical results and incorporates the GSI-value of rock. The criterion is based on the results of research into brittle failure of intact rock by Hoek combined with the results of model studies of fragmented rock mass by Brown. As a starting point, the criterion is based on the properties of intact rock. These properties are reduced dependent on the fragmentation of the rock mass. The GSI-index was chosen to link the empirical criterion to the geological observations.

By applying the Hoek and Brown-failure criterion, it is assumed in this research that the effect of discontinuities is taken into account. A GSI-value of 100 disables the influence. The Hoek and Brown-failure criterion results in a corrected compressive and tensile strength value, cohesion and internal friction angle based on the GSI-value. A GSI-value between 30-70 is common during the modeling of rock, because empirically this is the average GSI-value encountered in rock mechanics (see figure 4.3, yellow zone).

Two types of input parameters can be used to insert the rock parameters in the model. The UCS-, BTS- and GSI-values for a certain rock material can be entered as input parameters or a set of triaxial test data can be entered. For the last option, a corresponding UCS and BTS value is calculated. The corrected compressive and tensile strength of the rock mass are calculated based on the GSI-value.
4.6 Cutting process of rock

A cutting tooth pushed against rock tends to penetrate the rock if the pushing force is high enough. What actually happens is the crushing of rock material around the tooth tip, creating a crushed zone. This crushed zone is formed by cataclastic ductile failure (pseudo-ductile) of the rock, meaning that the microstructure (the ‘grain matrix’) is destroyed. In rock, this means that the deformation is irreversible. Up to 90 percent of the total cutting energy is spent forming this crushed zone. In this phase of the chip formation process, the failure of rock is defined in the most right part of the failure curve (see figure 4.5, zone IV). This figure represents a PQ-diagram of the stress development around the tooth tip. The definition of P and Q is given in equation 4.3.

\[
Q = \frac{\sigma_1 - \sigma_3}{2} \\
P = \frac{\sigma_1 + \sigma_3}{2}
\]  

(4.3)

Figure 4.5: The different stages during the formation of a rock chip, Verhoef (1997)

With a small cutting depth, the crushed material around the tooth tip can easily escape towards the surface. With a large cutting depth, this material is locked and will be compacted the more the tooth tip is penetrating the rock. This leads to an increase in stress in the crushed zone (see figure 4.5, zone III). Following the theory that rock will fail and starts to crush at the weakest zones, crushing starts at a very small scale. Large crushed particles will form in front of the tooth tip. The increasing normal stress will crush these particles into smaller particles. This phenomenon will continue till the smallest grains are formed. Fairhurst (1987) described this phenomenon. Extreme high confining stress in front of the tooth tip is present due to friction between the tooth and rock. Forces are transmitted from the crushed zone towards the intact rock through particle to particle contact. The total cutting force applied on the tooth is transmitted through point loads on the intact rock. This point loads may lead to microcrack initiation. This stage in the chip formation is visualized in figure 4.5 at the highest point of the failure curve (Verhoef (1997)).

Next stage in the chip formation is largely dependent on the rock properties. Shear, tensile or a combination of both failure modes may occur. Which one will be present, depends on cutting theories used. Some theories are only valid for a tensile failure mechanism, other can distinguish both types and an intermediate state. In the next paragraphs, these failure types are first discussed in a two-dimensional space. Later, the third dimension is added.
Shear failure occurs in relative soft rock types. Soft in terms of rock strength implies that there is a relative small difference between the BTS- and the UCS-value, creating a small Mohr circle and thus a low maximum shear stress value. The rock mass will fail due to its low shear strength. This type of failure is visualized in figure 4.5 as phase II. A shear plane is formed. This plane makes a relative small angle with the vertical. A small piece of rock will break out. The stage of tensile failure is never reached, due to the fact that the shear failure plain will reach the surface of the rock before the maximum tensile stress is reached. The failure plane is almost a straight line under an angle with the vertical.

Tensile failure occurs in brittle rock types. The relative big difference between BTS and UCS will create a Mohr circle with a higher radius than during shear failure. This higher radius means a higher maximum shear stress value. The rock mass will fail due to its low tensile strength. In case of pure brittle failure, stage II in figure 4.5 is skipped and a tensile failure plane is formed (stage I in figure 4.5). This tensile failure plane makes a much bigger angle with the vertical compared with the shear failure plane. A much bigger chip is excavated.

The transition from brittle tensile to brittle shear failure is marked by a transition zone. In between both failure mechanisms, a combination of shear and tensile failure occurs. The chip formation will now exists out of all phases (I till IV) shown in figure 4.5. After microcracks are formed, a shear plane will form and shear failure will occur. During the formation of this shear plane, the maximum tensile stress is reached and a tensile failure plane will originate from the end of the shear failure plane. As shown in figure 4.5, this plane makes an angle with the vertical which is an interpolation between the tensile and shear failure plane.

In this model, the crushing is not incorporated due to the very small penetration depths of the crushing phenomenon (< 1 mm). The accuracy of the model, which is explained later in this chapter is not high enough to model this effect.

4.7 Modeling rock

4.7.1 Building a discrete rock model

A rock mass is modeled by a matrix of structures. Each matrix cell represents a rock part of one cubic centimeter. The dimensions of a rock cube determine the accuracy of the model. One centimeter accuracy is chosen to be an optimal dimension, considering computing time and realistic modeling. A rock cube is shown in figure 4.7, giving its dimensions and orientation in the rock matrix coordinate system.

The rock matrix consists out of a variable number of rock cubes. The rock matrix is built beforehand, based on following parameters:
• pontoon parameters
  – maximum swing angle
  – swing velocity
  – swing radius
• cutter head parameters
  – rotational velocity
  – cutter head dimensions
• number of rotations

To limit the size of the rock matrix, a matrix is built custom fit around the cutter head working area based on the previous mentioned parameters. At the bottom and sides of the cutter head working area, an extra 50 centimeters is built, to incorporate the break out of parts in the rock mass outside the cutter head outer dimensions. Each rock cube position is defined by three-dimensional coordinates. A sample part from a rock matrix is shown in figure 4.8. The rock mass dimensions and shape, automatically calculated by the cutter head dimensions and path, can at all times be overruled by user defined values.

To create a rock matrix with varying properties, each rock cube must contain a list of cell specific parameters. A rock cube is therefore programmed as a structure with different sub-variables. The list of sub-variables is extensible, but initially contains the UCS-, BTS- and GSI-value. To detect rock cubes, the state is also stored as a sub-variable which defines if a rock cube is already cut or not. Figure 4.7 shows the rock cube with its structure and sub-variables.

The rock matrix can be programmed to have different vertical, horizontal or inclined layers of rock strength parameters, which is often the case in rock models created by geologists. In many cases, the rock matrix will become too big for the RAM-memory of the computer used for the simulation. This problem is solved by creating a .mat-file which contains the complete matrix. By using the matfile function in Matlab, only the required part of the matrix is loaded into the memory for reading and writing purposes.

4.7.2 The rock matrix coordinate system

To model the cutter head within the rock matrix, the coordinates must be transformed to this matrix coordinate system. This reference frame is set up with its origin in the non-existing cell (0,0,0) of the
rock matrix. The cell indices indicate the position of a rock cube and can be linked to the cutter head tooth coordinates. This method is used to link the location of the rock cubes to the cutter head positions. The reference frame was already mentioned in chapter 3, section 3.3. The cutting tooth positions are transformed from the tooth coordinate system to the rock matrix coordinate system (coordinate system $0$).

It must be noted that all cells with an index equaling 0 do not exist. The lower boundaries of the rock matrix are defined as the cells with indices $(1,:,:)$, $(1,1,:)$ and $(1,:,1)$, while the cell ranges $(0,:,:)$, $(0,0,:)$ and $(0,:,0)$ do not exist. Therefore, the cutter head coordinates are added by 1 unit to make it physically correct. If a tooth tip is located in position $(0,0,0)$ in the rock matrix coordinate system, this position is transformed to position $(1,1,1)$. The upper boundaries of the rock matrix are the cells with indices $(end,:,:)$, $(end,1,:)$ and $(end,:,1)$.

4.8 Forces generated during the cutting process

Forces generated during the cutting of rock were until now only modeled in a two-dimensional space. The goal in this research is to model these forces in three dimensions. The current two-dimensional cutting theories will be used as a starting point. The four cutting theories generally accepted as trustworthy are:

1: model of Miedema
2: model of Evans for a pick point
3: model of Merchant
4: model of Nishimatsu

The input required for these models are the rock parameters, tooth frontal area and orientation. All the rock parameters were already discussed in the previous sections of this chapter and are listed on the next page. It is assumed that the external friction angle is approximated by $\frac{2}{3}$ times the internal friction angle. The tensile strength is defined as a negative value, the compressive strength as a positive value.

- $\phi =$ internal friction angle [°]
- $\delta =$ external friction angle ($\frac{2}{3} \cdot \phi$) [°]
- \( c = \) cohesion [MPa]
- \( \sigma_t = \) tensile strength [MPa]
- \( \sigma_c = \) compressive strength [MPa]

The tooth parameters required are the cutting angle, the width of the leading edge and cutting depth encountered.

- \( \alpha = \) cutting angle [\(^\circ\)]
- \( w = \) width of the leading edge [m]
- \( h = \) cutting depth of the tooth tip [m]

The existing cutting theories describe the forces required to create a crack in a two dimensional space. This crack is initiated in a specific direction: the shear angle \( \beta \), which is calculated based on the principle of minimum energy. The shear angle is measured from the horizontal. In this research, the model of Miedema is used as a starting point, but the other cutting models are also validated. The cutting model of Miedema is discussed in the next section.

4.8.1 Miedema

The cutting model of Miedema defines the forces implied during brittle-shear failure, brittle-tensile failure and the transition between those two. Each of these failure mechanisms is characterized by a type of breakout shape: the shear type (shear failure), tear type (tensile failure) or a combination of both, the chip type (shear/tensile failure). The cutting model defines the shear plane of the breakout shape, but does not describe a method to create a lateral breakout volume. The lateral breakout angle assumption is further discussed in section 4.9.

Although the cutting process is categorized by three different types, the force balance is based on the same principle and is visualized in figure 4.9. A distinction is made between the forces on the layer cut and the forces on the blade. A vertical and horizontal balance is set up to compute the missing cutting force \( K_2 \).

According to Miedema (2015), the forces on the layer cut are:

\[ N_1 = \text{normal force acting on shear surface resulting from effective grain stresses} \]
\[ S_1 = \text{shear force resulting from internal friction} \]
\[ C = \text{force resulting from pure cohesion (} \tau_c \text{)} \]
\[ N_2 = \text{normal force resulting from effective grain stresses} \]
\[ S_2 = \text{shear force resulting from external friction} \]

The forces on the blade become:

\[ N_2 = \text{normal force resulting from effective grain stresses} \]
\[ S_2 = \text{shear force resulting from external friction} \]

The forces \( N \) and \( S \) can be combined to an equivalent force \( K \), given in formula 4.4.

\[ K = \sqrt{N^2 + S^2} \quad (4.4) \]

The horizontal equilibrium of forces becomes:

\[ \sum F_h = K_1 \cdot \sin(\beta + \phi) + C \cdot \cos(\beta) - K_2 \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta) = 0 \quad (4.5) \]
The vertical equilibrium of forces becomes:

\[
\sum F_h = K_1 \cdot \sin(\beta + \phi) + C \cdot \cos(\beta) - K_2 \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta) = 0 \tag{4.6}
\]

The force \( C \) is the cohesive force acting on the shear plane and equals the cohesive strength multiplied by the area of the theoretical shear plane (equation 4.7).

\[
C = \frac{c \cdot h_1 \cdot w}{\sin(\beta)} \tag{4.7}
\]

Given the horizontal and vertical force balance (equations 4.5 and 4.6), the two unknown forces \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) can be derived. The force \( K_1 \) equals:

\[
K_1 = -\frac{C \cdot \cos(\alpha + \beta + \delta)}{\sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \tag{4.8}
\]

The force \( K_2 \) equals:

\[
K_1 = \frac{C \cdot \cos(\phi)}{\sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \tag{4.9}
\]

The total force on the blade (\( K_2 \)) can be decomposed in a component parallel with the cutting velocity (\( F_h \), equation 4.10) and a component perpendicular to this cutting velocity (\( F_v \), equation 4.11).

\[
F_h = K_2 \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta) \tag{4.10}
\]
\[
F_v = K_2 \cdot \cos(\alpha + \delta) \tag{4.11}
\]

Substituting equation 4.9 into equations 4.10 and 4.11 leads to the total horizontal and vertical force component of the Miedema cutting model. These both formulas (equation 4.12 and 4.13) are entered in the model to calculate the cutting forces.
\[ F_h = \frac{c \cdot h \cdot w \cdot \cos(\phi) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \quad (4.12) \]

\[ F_v = \frac{c \cdot h \cdot w \cdot \cos(\phi) \cdot \cos(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \quad (4.13) \]

To simplify formulas 4.12 and 4.13, Miedema introduced a factor \( \lambda \) which incorporate all the trigonometric entities for the horizontal \((\lambda_h)\) and vertical \((\lambda_v)\) force component. The factor differs for brittle-tensile and brittle-shear failure. For the transition zone between both failure mechanisms, an interpolated value is obtained.

**Brittle-shear failure**

For brittle-shear failure, the standard formulas derived by Miedema can be applied (equation 4.12 and 4.13). These formulas are decomposed using the coefficient \( \lambda \) in equations 4.14 and 4.15.

\[ F_{h,s} = \lambda_{h,s} \cdot c \cdot h_{uncut} \cdot w \]
\[ \lambda_{h,s} = \frac{\cos(\phi) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \quad (4.14) \]

\[ F_{v,s} = \lambda_{v,s} \cdot c \cdot h_{uncut} \cdot w \]
\[ \lambda_{v,s} = \frac{\cos(\phi) \cdot \cos(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \quad (4.15) \]

The principle of minimum energy is applied to evaluate the angle \( \beta \). The cutting forces (equations 4.14 and 4.15) reach their minimum when the denominator reaches its maximum. This maximum is obtained using an iterative method, but can also be achieved by taking the derivative of the denominator with respect to \( \beta \). The general formula for \( \beta \) after derivation becomes:

\[ \beta = \frac{\pi}{2} - \frac{\alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \quad (4.16) \]

**Brittle-tensile failure**

A new parameter \( c_m \) is defined. This parameter represents the mobilized cohesion of rock and is a pseudo-cohesion value which allows to calculate the tensile failure cutting forces by using the cutting formulas for shear failure. The \( c_m \)-value is found by solving equation 4.17, which states the condition for tensile failure. In equation 18, equation 4.17 is solved for \( c_m \).

\[ \frac{\sigma_t}{c_m} < \frac{\cos(\alpha + \beta + \delta)}{\sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \cdot (\cos \phi - \tan \phi + \tan \phi \cdot \sin \phi) + \tan \phi - \frac{1}{\cos \phi} \quad (4.17) \]

\[ c_m = \sigma_t \cdot \left[ \left( \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \right)}{\cos \left( \frac{\alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \right)} \right)^2 - 1 \right] \cdot \left( \frac{1 - \sin \phi}{\cos \phi} \right)^{-1} \quad (4.18) \]

The parameter \( \lambda \) is calculated beforehand to preserve the overview of the force formula. The cutting force formulas are given in equations 4.19 and 4.20.

\[ F_{h,t} = \lambda_{h,t} \cdot c_m \cdot h_{uncut} \cdot w \]
\[ \lambda_{h,t} = \frac{\cos(\phi) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \quad (4.19) \]
4.8. Forces generated during the cutting process

\[ F_{v,t} = \lambda_{v,t} \cdot c_m \cdot h_{uncut} \cdot w \]

\[ \lambda_{v,t} = \frac{\cos \phi \cdot \cos(\alpha + \delta)}{\sin \beta \cdot \sin(\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi)} \]  

(4.20)

The shear angle \( \beta \) is evaluated in the same way as during shear failure. The difference is that the derivation of the denominator of the cutting forces is more complex because of the extra terms introduced by the mobilized cohesion. The difference in shear angle between brittle-shear and brittle-tensile failure is 15°.

\[ \beta = \frac{\pi}{2} - \frac{\pi + \alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \]  

(4.21)

Transition between brittle-shear and brittle-tensile failure

During the transition between brittle-shear and brittle-tensile failure, a linear interpolation is used to calculate the cutting forces (Miedema (2015)). For this interpolation, a coefficient \( f \) is introduced.

- brittle-tensile rock failure: \( f = 1 \)
- brittle-shear rock failure: \( f = 0 \)
- brittle-shear/tensile rock failure: \( 0 < f < 1 \)

Equations 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 show the interpolation formulas.

\[ F_{h,st} = F_{h,t} \cdot (1 - f) + F_{h,s} \cdot f \]  

(4.22)

\[ F_{v,st} = F_{v,t} \cdot (1 - f) + F_{v,s} \cdot f \]  

(4.23)

\[ \beta_{st} = \beta_t \cdot (1 - f) + \beta_s \cdot f \]  

(4.24)

The factor \( f \) is defined by calculating the upper and lower tensile strength values based on the Mohr circles of shear and tensile failure. The highest tensile strength value (absolute value) defines the lower boundary of shear failure. Above this value, shear failure occurs. The lowest tensile strength value (absolute value) defines the upper boundary of tensile failure. Below this value, tensile failure occurs. In between both values, a transition zone describes the intermediate phase between tensile and shear failure.

Both values are calculated by implementing the condition in equation 4.17 for both the shear angle for brittle-shear and brittle-tensile failure. A ratio is obtained for each of these two shear angles (see equation 4.25). Substituting the cohesion \( c \), see equation 4.26) and shear angle \( \beta \), see equations 4.16 and 4.21) in each of these ratios leads to a ratio UCS/BTS. For a given UCS-value, two \( \sigma_t \)-values can be obtained that define the tensile strength limits of shear and tensile failure.

\[ \frac{\sigma_t}{c} < - \frac{\alpha + \beta + \delta}{\alpha + \beta + \delta + \phi} \cdot (\cos(\phi) - \tan(\phi) + \tan(\phi) \cdot \sin(\phi)) + \tan(\phi) - \frac{1}{\cos(\phi)} \]  

(4.25)

\[ c = \frac{\text{UCS}}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{1 - \sin \phi}{\cos \phi} \right) \]  

(4.26)

\[ \sigma_{t_{\text{max,min}}} = \frac{\text{UCS}}{2} \cdot \left( \frac{\sin \left( \frac{\alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \right)}{\cos \left( \frac{\alpha + \delta + \phi}{2} \right)} - 1 \right) \cdot \left( 1 - \sin \phi \right)^2 \]  

(4.27)

Using equation 4.27 the two limiting tensile stress values are obtained by using the two substituted \( \beta \)-values of shear and tensile failure. The tensile strength of the rock mass (BTS) must be compared with these two values. It is to be noticed that absolute tensile strength values are used. If the tensile strength is lower than \( \sigma_{t_{\text{min}}} \), factor \( f \) equals 1 and brittle-tensile failure occurs. If the tensile strength is higher than \( \sigma_{t_{\text{max}}} \), factor \( f \) equals 0 and brittle-shear failure occurs. In between \( \sigma_{t_{\text{max}}} \) and \( \sigma_{t_{\text{min}}} \), factor \( f \) is linear interpolated between 0 and 1 and the failure is an interpolation between brittle-tensile and brittle-shear stress.
• $|\text{BTS}| > |\sigma_{t,\text{max}}|$  
  \[ f = 1, \text{ tensile failure} \]
• $|\text{BTS}| < |\sigma_{t,\text{min}}|$  
  \[ f = 0, \text{ shear failure} \]
• $|\sigma_{t,\text{min}}| < |\text{BTS}| < |\sigma_{t,\text{max}}|$  
  \[ 0 < f < 1, \text{ shear/tensile failure} \]

The influence of the cutting angle $\alpha$

The cutting angle $\alpha$ has a major influence on the type of rock failure. Figure 4.10 indicates the cutting angle which is common during rock cutting ($68^\circ$) with a magenta line. It can be concluded this cutting angle implies that no tensile failure can occur. Tensile failure can only be caused by reducing the cutting angle. The influence of the cutting angle on the cutting forces is dependent on the rock mass parameters (cohesion and tensile strength). For most rock types, a tensile failure mechanism generates higher peak but lower average loads.

![Graph indicating which type of failure occurs ($\phi = 35^\circ$)](image)

4.9 Theoretical breakout shapes

Each of the cutting models calculate the direction of the shear plane along which the rock will fail, but a three-dimensional shape is not defined. Therefore, some assumptions are required to define the boundaries of the rock chip excavated corresponding the forces calculated. Three different shapes are defined for each type of rock failure: shear, tensile and shear/tensile failure. The cutting coordinate system is used as a reference frame to define the boundaries of the chip.

The cutting models do not define the lateral breakout angle of the breakout part. This lateral angle is based on empirical results by Alvarez Grima et al. (2015). In this research, a lateral angle of $30^\circ$ with the vertical is assumed. Dependent on the cutting velocity, the angle varies. This varying lateral breakout angle is visualized in figure 4.11a for low cutting velocities and figure 4.11b for high cutting velocities. For high cutting velocities, the lateral breakout angle is approximately $30^\circ$ with the vertical, for low cutting velocities it is approximately $45^\circ$ with the vertical. During the excavation with typical cutter head, the velocities encountered are approximately between 1 and 2 m/s.
4.9. Theoretical breakout shapes

4.9.1 Shear failure

The chip boundaries during shear failure are visualized in figure 4.12. Starting from the two end positions of the leading edge (T and T’), a boundary is directed in the positive x-direction towards the rock surface (A and A’) under an angle $\beta$ (shear angle) with the horizontal (see figure 4.12c). In the negative x-direction, the rock surface (B and B’) is reached under an angle $\alpha$ (cutting angle) with the horizontal (see figure 4.12c). This line simulates the tooth cutting face. The leading edge is the fixed width of the breakout shape at the lower chip boundary.

A lateral angle $\theta$ must be predefined to model the lateral shape of the breakout part (see figure 4.12a). This is the complementary angle of the approximated lateral breakout angle. At every position along the lines TB, T’B’, TA and T’A’, a lateral boundary is directed towards the rock surface under an angle $\theta$ with the horizontal. For this reason, the boundaries in the top view become narrower near the forward end of the shape. At the tooth tip, the lateral boundaries are the lines TC and T’C’.

4.9.2 Shear/tensile failure

The chip boundaries during shear/tensile failure are visualized in figure 4.13. Starting from the two end positions of the leading edge (T and T’), the intersection of the rock surface with the shear plane is calculated (A and A’). The shear plane is drawn in the positive x-direction under an angle $\beta$ (shear angle) with the horizontal (see figure 4.13c). Between this intersection (A and A’) and the leading edge (T and T’), an elliptical line is drawn and forms the forward boundary of the breakout part. In the negative x-direction, the rock surface (B and B’) is reached under an angle $\alpha$ (cutting angle) with the horizontal (see figure 4.13c). This line simulates the tooth cutting face. The leading edge is the fixed width of the breakout shape at the lower chip boundary.
A lateral angle $\theta$ must be predefined to model the lateral shape of the breakout part (see figure 4.13a). This is the complementary angle of the approximated lateral breakout angle. Again, the intersection of the rock surface with the lateral shear plane is calculated (C and C’ for the tooth tip). This point C is calculated for every position along the lines TB, T’B’, TA and T’A’. Between the lateral intersection with the rock surface and the corresponding forward position along the forward elliptic boundary, an elliptic line is drawn in the YZ-plane and forms the lateral boundary of the breakout part (see figure 4.13a).

### 4.9.3 Tensile failure

The chip boundaries during tensile failure are visualized in figure 4.14. Starting from the two end positions of the leading edge (T and T’), a boundary is directed in the positive x-direction away from the rock surface under an angle $-\phi - \beta$ with the horizontal (see figure 4.14c). For a distance which equals 2 times the cutting depth, a boundary is created (TD and T’D’). From the point D (or D’) on, the boundary direction is turned 90 degrees upwards to reach the rock surface in point A (or A’). In the negative x-direction, the rock surface is reached under an angle $\alpha$ (cutting angle) with the horizontal (see figure 4.14c). This line simulates the tooth cutting face. The leading edge is the fixed width of the breakout shape at the lower chip boundary.
A lateral angle $\theta$ must be predefined to model the lateral shape of the breakout part (see figure 4.14a). This is the complementary angle of the approximated lateral breakout angle. At every position along the lines TB, T'B', TA and T'A', a boundary is directed towards the rock surface under an angle $\theta$ with the horizontal. At the tooth tip, this is the line TC and T'C'.
Figure 4.14: Tensile failure breakout shape
Chapter 5

Conclusions and recommendations

5.1 Resume

A geometric model is built to simulate the motions of a cutter head mounted on a cutter suction dredger. This model incorporates the swing, circumferential and step motion of a cutter head. The path of a tooth tip is modeled in a discrete manner. The orientation of a tooth is simulated as accurate as possible, including the cutting angle correction for the swing velocity.

A rock model is created which takes into account the compressive and tensile strength parameters of the rock material in combination with the weathered state of the rock mass. The weathered state parameters of the rock mass, including the discontinuity properties, are included in the GSI-value. The intact rock material properties are converted to an equivalent value for the weathered rock mass. A method developed by Hoek (2006) based on empirical results is used to calculate the equivalent rock properties.

The software created in this research is a combination of a geometric and a rock model. The interaction of both models is simulated. The typical cutting models (Miedema, Evans, Merchant and Nishimatsu) are used as a starting point for calculating the excavation forces and describing the two-dimensional breakout shapes. These models have been extended to the three-dimensional space by defining a lateral breakout shape based on empirical results by Alvarez Grima et al. (2015).

Many issues were encountered during the adjustment of the model. The definitions of rock chips in the rock matrix based on the position and orientation of teeth was a challenging mission. Small cutting depths were often encountered while a large rock chip was excavated. These unrealistic cutting patterns led to the development of an intrusion criterion, which has ensured a smooth build up of excavation forces. The aim of this intrusion criterion is to model the penetration of a cutting tooth in the rock mass. Without this criterion, the tooth would break out a complete rock chip at every time step a rock cube was detection. Another issue was the tolerance of rock cubes being excavated. A shape is created which is excavated. Due to the fact that often a small shape is defined in combination with the accuracy of the model (1 cm³), a great distinction in force signal on a cutting tooth was present. All these issues are tackled and solved, leading to a stable model.

The heart of the model is a method to approximate the cutting forces based on the volume or failure surface of the rock chip being excavated. The theoretical cutting models does not seems to assess the cutting forces very well in reality. Small cutting forces were encountered during the excavation of large chips while large cutting forces were encountered during the excavation of small chips. This issue was tackled by the development of a cutting force correction algorithm. This algorithm scales the cutting force calculated by the theoretical cutting models (Miedema, Evans, Merchant or Nishimatsu) based on the volume and failure surface of the rock chip. A theoretical volume and surface is calculated based on an ideal box-shaped rock mass. A volume and surface ratio is determined.
The latest extension of the software was the dynamic model of the cutter drive train. This extension made it possible to validate the software outcome using field tests. Another important feature of this dynamic model is the potential to investigate the influence of the dynamic behavior on the excavation process. For the first time in history, the dynamics of the drive train are coupled to the cutter head and excavation process. Issues, which until now remained unanswered, can now be investigated and an explanation can be found to proof vibration phenomena. To investigate the influence of torsional vibrations, which is one of the most crucial items during rock dredging, this model can serve as a starting point.

The output of the model is a very wide range of parameters. The model calculates and stores all these parameters in a structured matrix. The most important parameters are: specific cutting energy at the cutter head, specific cutting energy at the drive, production, external torque, cutter shaft torque, drive torque, drive power, tooth forces, ladder forces, anchor forces, spud forces, RPM of the cutter head, RPM of the cutter shaft and particle size distribution. All these parameters can be plotted in time and per tooth or can be used for further calculations.

To calibrate and validate whether the interaction phenomena in the software are approximating the reality, the software was validated. This validation was performed using field tests obtained from cutter suction dredgers in practice. After validation of the model and tuning the excavation parameters in the software, more excavation cases were investigated to proof several phenomena. The field tests consisted of torque measurements performed on board two cutter suction dredgers. The first set of field tests was performed on a smaller type of cutter suction dredger. A typical 6 blades rock cutter head as well as the hard rock cutter head were tested during the excavation of hard to very hard rock types. Torque measurements were recorded on the motor end of the cutter shaft. It became clear during the tests that the hard rock cutter head was performing very well when very hard rock types were encountered. The vibration issues which were present during the excavation with a typical rock cutter head were largely disappearing during the tests with a hard rock cutter head. Using the software built, similar conditions are modeled and validated. The results were satisfying. The software was calibrated to meet the same mean torque values by varying the GSI-value of the rock mass. The torque peak to peak-value and frequency of the gradient were normative. After calibrating the model, the verification and validation of the simulation model was performed.

The field conditions encountered during the field tests were entered in the model and results were compared. Similar output values were obtained with the software for both the typical 6 blades cutter head as well as the hard rock cutter head (8 blades double action). The model proved to be stable and reliable and all variable parameters are assumed to be tuned in a realistic manner. The validation of the simulation model was continued by varying the RPM of the cutter head. A time span during the field tests was selected to validate this increase in RPM. Again, realistic results were obtained from the model. More variations in parameters are required to validate the model for other working conditions.

A final section discussed the excavation cases to measure the influence of varying input properties in the model. The influence of the different theoretical cutting models, type of cutter head, wear and shaft stiffness is investigated. The results are discussed in the next section.

5.2 Conclusions

Influence of the cutting models

The influence of the cutting models was investigated. The best results were obtained using the cutting model of Miedema. Evans, Merchant and Nishimatsu proofed to be reliable only in specific excavation cases (i.e. specific ratio rock properties UCS/BTS). The model of Miedema shows the most realistic results when considering several types of cutter head and rock parameters due to the ability of the model to switch between the tensile and shear failure state of the rock material. An intermediate state, which represents shear/tensile failure, is approximated by interpolating between both failure states for the forces as well as the breakout shapes. The ratio between average and peak cutting torque values is approximated very well during the application of the Miedema model.
5.3. Recommendations

Influence of the cutter heads

The influence of the cutter head type was investigated. During the modeling of the different types of cutter heads, the wear module of the software was eliminated. Different types of cutter heads were simulated in the software while excavating good quality hard rock mass. The varying parameters were the amount of blades and corresponding amount of teeth. An increasing amount of teeth and blades reduces the irregularity of the cutting process significantly. On the contrary, the average cutting torque value reached is increased due to the amount of contact points within a cutting cycle. The breakout of smaller rock parts results in an increase of tooth-rock contact. The double action cutter head seems to obtain the best performance in hard rock types. Tooth forces are within the limiting boundaries and torsional vibrations are minimized. The limited space between the blades may cause rock parts to get stuck and block the entrance of the cutter head. Although the rock parts being excavated are smaller compared to a cutter head with less blades this phenomenon may occur. A 6 blades double action cutter head or 9 blades cutter head both showed a similar performance and possess a larger space between the cutter head blades. The specific cutting energy of all cutter heads near the cutter head shows similar results.

Influence of the wear model

The wear model was implemented to incorporate the effect of the friction force on the wear surface of a cutting tooth. In the simulation model, this friction force is based on the wear area of a tooth and the UCS-value of the rock mass encountered, which is a new approach of estimating the friction force. The wear model shows increasing torque values on the cutter shaft and learns which tooth position is most susceptible to wear. The software records how many times a tooth was in contact with rock and the corresponding cutting distance traveled. A tooth is worn relative to the amount of times contact between the tooth and the rock mass, independent of the volume of rock being excavated.

Influence of the shaft stiffness

The influence of the shaft stiffness is investigated by varying the stiffness constant in the model. Two types of cutter heads were modeled while the stiffness constant was varied. More cases are required to investigate the influence in more detail, but these initial results show the impact of the shaft stiffness on the dynamic cutting process. The shaft stiffness tends to have a major impact for the 6 blades cutter head. A 6 blades cutter head, which encounters high torque fluctuations, performs better with a less stiff cutter shaft. The influence of the shaft stiffness in combination with a 9 blades cutter head is small. The peak torque values are largely diminished and the cutter shaft loading pattern is less irregular.

5.3 Recommendations

The model already shows satisfying results, although there are still several recommendations to further improve the cutter head-rock interaction. These recommendations are listed in the next paragraphs.

The heart of the cutter head-rock interaction module is the scaling of the cutting forces. These forces can now be scaled based on the volume being excavated or the surface area of the rock part. Further improvements can be made when the scaling is based on the surface cut. The difficulty lies in the determination of the exact surface cut, which is now roughly estimated by a simple algorithm. Due to the fact that a shape is constructed out of a collection of cubes, it is challenging to determine which surface area a cube, which is detected as surface cube, represents. Further development of this part of the software is required.

The interaction phenomena were only tested in the shear and shear/tensile failure zone. This due to the fact that only VOSTA cutter heads were modeled (cutting angles of 68° or higher in rock). The cutting angle has a great impact on the excavation process. It is remarkable that the Miedema cutting model states that no tensile failure can occur with a cutting angle greater than 65 degrees. Great cutting angles generate a high compressive stress near the tooth tip, making it impossible to initiate a tensile crack. For this reason, the influence of the cutting angle on the cutting process needs to be investigated. A test with a cutting angle of 45 deg (typical cutting angle during clay cutting) could be compared with the
test using a cutting angle of 68 deg (rock cutting angle). Another recommendation is to investigate the application of higher cutting angles.

The wear model was until now entered with an empirical wear rate. An optimization of the model can consist of a wear rate which is based on the fabrication steel and rock parameters. Another extension of the model can consist of defining the specific cutting energy of steel based on the empirical wear rates. The friction energy to cut a specific mass or volume of steel is already known.

The model simulates a cutter head mounted on a cutter shaft and driven by an electric drive. The dynamic behavior is modeled by a simplified mass-spring-damper system where the shaft is represented by a spring and a damper, the motor and cutter head are modeled as two end masses. Further improvements can be obtained by modeling the cutter drive train in more detail. The gearbox can be incorporated in the model and the shaft can be divided into several parts with varying stiffness. The speed control of the dynamic model is based on a typical DC-drive. A further improvement can be made by introducing the application of 3-phase AC-drive.

By further developing this model, the aim is to find upper working limits for current cutter suction dredgers excavating rock. There is a great need for a tool which allows production engineers to assess the behavior of cutter suction dredgers and cutter heads in a specific rock type. An expansion of this simulation model can consist of a sand and clay module.
Nomenclature

**Acronyms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>brazilian tensile strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-H</td>
<td>Denavit-Hartenberg convention</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>geological strength index</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCS</td>
<td>unconfined compressive strength</td>
<td>MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Greek Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>swing velocity corrected cutting angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α₀</td>
<td>maximum cutting angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>shear angle of a rock failure</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δ</td>
<td>external friction angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>swing velocity corrected clearance angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ₀</td>
<td>maximum clearance angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ₀</td>
<td>wedge angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>ratio between the circumferential and swing velocities</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>internal friction angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ζ</td>
<td>swing velocity correction angle of a tooth tip</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Roman Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cd</td>
<td>cutting depth direction</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cv</td>
<td>cutting velocity direction</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>leading edge direction</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>Miedema’s interpolation coefficient between shear and tensile rock failure</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Nishimatsu’s stress distribution factor</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>pole of the orthocycloid path of a tooth tip</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>amount of tooth tips located at each contour line</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>radius of a tooth tip from the cutter head axis</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v&lt;sub&gt;circ&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>circumferential velocity of a cutter suction dredger around the working spud</td>
<td>rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v&lt;sub&gt;cut&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>cutting velocity of a tooth tip</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{over}$</td>
<td>cutting velocity during overcutting</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{swing}$</td>
<td>swing velocity of a cutter suction dredger around the working spud</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{under}$</td>
<td>cutting velocity during undercutting</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subscripts**

- acs: adapter coordinate system
- ccs: cutter head coordinate system
- crush: crushing
- cut: cutting
- ecs: earth coordinate system
- lcs: ladder coordinate system
- pcs: pontoon coordinate system
- rmcs: rock matrix coordinate system
- scs: spud coordinate system
- tcs: tooth coordinate system
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